Low thalamostriate venous quantitative susceptibility measurements correlate with higher presenting NIH stroke scale score in emergent large vessel occlusion stroke.
Hyperacute stroke affects various patient subgroups who may benefit from different management strategies. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) is a recent MRI technique for measuring deoxyhemoglobin levels. The results of QSM thus have the potential to act as a quantitative biomarker for predicting the success of endovascular interventions. Twenty-five patients with M1 occlusions were evaluated retrospectively. QSM measurements were obtained based on susceptibility-weighted imaging sequences from the most prominent veins in each of the four standard regions of interest: the cortical and thalamostriate veins ipsilateral and contralateral to the side of the stroke. The results were analyzed using Wilcoxon's signed rank test and compared with presenting National Institutes of Health stroke scale (NIHSS) score. Cortical veins ipsilateral to the stroke showed the greatest elevation in susceptibility compared with all other vein groups. Both ipsilateral and contralateral thalamostriate vein susceptibilities showed strong inverse correlation with presenting NIHSS score. Thalamostriate vein susceptibility shows a strong inverse correlation with presenting NIHSS in adult patients with hyperacute stroke who are selected for endovascular intervention by advanced imaging.